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Highlights
There is a growing need to enhance

crosstalk between theoretical and

empirical research in evolutionary

genomics.

The lack of a unified framework for

quantitative characterization of

population genomic divergence

hampers rigorous hypothesis

testing about evolutionary pro-

cesses. We propose steps toward

creating one.

Common assumptions of theoret-

ical studies and empirical analysis

methods neglect consequential

variation in recombination and

mutation rates, gene density,

spatial arrangements of pop-

ulations, and population size.

Future empirical studies should

incorporate recombination rates,

population size variation, and

explicit genomic estimates of

admixture whenever feasible.

Theory provides clear predictions

about evolutionary mechanisms

when they act alone; predicting the

combined effects of multiple

mechanisms in empirically testable

ways is a challenge for the future.

Reporting genomic analyses in a

more standardized way could

enhance future meta-analyses.
Differentiation is often heterogeneous across the genomes of diverging populations. Despite

substantial recent progress, much work remains to improve our abilities to connect genomic pat-

terns to underlying evolutionary processes. Crosstalk between theoretical and empirical

research has shaped the field of evolutionary genetics since its foundation and needs to be

greatly enhanced for modern datasets. We leverage recent insights from theoretical and empir-

ical studies to identify existing gaps and suggest pathways across them. We stress the impor-

tance of reporting empirical data in standardized ways to enable meta-analyses and to facilitate

parameterization of analyses and models. Additionally, a more comprehensive view of potential

mechanisms – especially considering variable recombination rates and ubiquitous background

selection – and their interactions should replace common, oversimplified assumptions.

Explaining Patterns of Heterogeneous Genomic Differentiation

Decades of empirical studies have revealed that genetic variation within and between populations is

distributed in a heterogeneous fashion across the genome. These discoveries raised substantial

interest in connecting observed patterns of genomic differentiation to underlying processes, due

to appreciation of their potential to inform us about the mechanistic basis of divergent evolution

[1–4]. As genomic sequencing technology has continued to develop, focus has shifted from studying

single markers to understanding: (i) how sites and regions of the genome evolve with varying degrees

of independence from or dependence upon each other; (ii) how continuous the process of differen-

tiation is and whether it contains distinct stages; (iii) how different evolutionary processes may pro-

mote or prevent transitions between these stages; and (iv) how evolutionary processes may be in-

ferred from population genetic data.

It is now possible to obtain large amounts of genome-wide data from virtually any organism, yet we

continue to struggle to confidently infer process from pattern. Here we highlight some of the gaps

that remain in evolutionary genomics to help construct a roadmap for productive future work. We

focus on ways to enhance synergy between theoretical and empirical approaches to: (i) make infer-

ences about evolutionary processes and transitions from single-locus to multilocus processes during

population divergence; and (ii) explain patterns of heterogeneous genomic differentiation (HGD;

see Glossary) (Figure 1, Key Figure).

Contemporary studies of evolutionary genomics have been profoundly shaped by the genic view of

genomic evolution [5]. This framework highlighted the primary role of interactions between divergent

selection, recombination, and gene flow in creating HGD and raised enthusiasm about finding loci

relevant for local adaptation and reproductive isolation. More recently, theoretical work (e.g., [6,7])

and empirical data (e.g., [8,9]) have increasingly emphasized caution by showing that the interpreta-

tion of HGD is less straightforward than a heuristic genic view of speciation would suggest. The

current consensus is that various mechanisms, on their own or in concert, can lead to peaks and

troughs of differentiation, leading to much more nuance and uncertainty than verbal predictions

tend to represent (Figure 1). Recent reviews have focused on interpreting HGD in terms of speciation

processes [3,10] or providing an overview of how signatures of divergent selection and reproductive

isolation can be distilled from noise created by other mechanisms [4,11,12]. Of particular note, these

recent syntheses highlight that in empirical studies it is rarely the case that predictions of multiple

hypotheses are simultaneously explored. Instead, patterns are detected, and possible explanations

are offered but not thoroughly tested. While theory can provide a framework for testing these distinct
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Glossary
Absolute divergence (dXY): the
number of sequence differences
observed between two samples.
Causal variants: genetic variation
underlying differences in pheno-
types and/or fitness.
Coupling: multiple loci having
joint effects that lead to much
stronger reproductive isolation
than any individual locus would on
its own.
Effective population size (Ne): the
number of breeding individuals in
an idealized population.
Genic view: evolutionary forces
act heterogeneously across the
genome on a locus-by-locus ba-
sis; the locus as the functional unit
of evolution.
Genomic scans for differentia-
tion: statistical methods used to
find signatures of selection in the
genome. Typically, a fraction of
genomic variation is characterized
as statistical outliers.
Heterogeneous genomic differ-
entiation (HGD): variability in the
relative and absolute magnitude
of divergent genomic regions,
their span along chromosomal
segments, their patterns of distri-
bution within chromosomes, and
the number of such sites or re-
gions within and between
chromosomes.
Hitchhiking: indirect effects of
selection on patterns of allelic
variation in the genome.
Linkage disequilibrium (LD):
nonrandom associations between
alleles at different loci (which may
be located on the same or
different chromosomes).
Locus clustering: colocalization
(on the same chromosome) of loci
relevant for local adaptation or
reproductive isolation.
Missing heritability: the portion of
phenotypic variance unexplained
by associated loci in genome-
wide association studies.
Selection: divergent selection
arises due to distinct evolutionary
pressures in different populations.
Background selection is selection
against unconditionally delete-
rious mutations. For any type of
selection, it is common to distin-
guish between direct selection
acting on a specific locus and in-
direct selection affecting loci
indirectly with strength depen-
dent on their LD with a locus under
direct selection.
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alternatives, the modeling software and approaches that are employed by theoretical studies often

rely on assumptions and parameters that are not met empirically.

Comparing Recent Theoretical and Empirical Advances in Understanding HGD Reveals

Existing Gaps

HGD can be quantitatively described in terms of: (i) the heights and widths of peaks and troughs of

differentiation; (ii) distances between divergent sites; and (iii) the magnitude of linkage disequilib-

rium (LD) (Figure 1). Our review of recent theoretical and empirical studies (Table S1 in the supple-

mental information online) revealed that, despite the fact that, superficially, the same summary

statistics are commonly used across theoretical and empirical studies to characterize genomic pat-

terns (Box 1), they are reported in disparate ways. For example, there is little standardization with

respect to the filtering criteria used to generate the summary statistics including the handling of

missing data and the size and overlap of sliding windows, despite the broad recognition that there

are substantial effects of these parameters for the quantification of HGD [13–16]. Further, different

mechanisms (Figure 1C) have received uneven attention, with the majority of studies – both empirical

and theoretical – focusing on signatures of divergent selection and gene flow.

Theoretical models predict clear distinctions between the statistical properties of divergently

selected and neutral loci [17]. Hence, loci with exceptionally elevated differentiation (outliers) be-

tween populations or ecotypes are frequently inferred to be candidate genomic regions associated

with adaptation and reproductive isolation. However, a growing body of recent theory indicates that

multiple mechanisms have the potential to obscure true peaks or generate false ones, suggesting

reasons to question those inferences (Figure 1). As a consequence, the cautionary conclusion of

recent studies is that many commonly used empirical analyses are likely to have reported large frac-

tions of false positives and false negatives [6,7,18–20]. These statistical problems are especially hard

to avoid when divergent evolution has a multigenic basis [21] and particularly when it is acting on

complex gene regulatory networks [22]. These issues underscore the need for greatly enhanced

exchange between empirical and theoretical work to test hypotheses about HGD. Which pathways

are likely to be the most fruitful toward that end? To answer this question, we first briefly note key

considerations of empirical and theoretical approaches related to the major evolutionary factors

highlighted in Figure 1.

Selection

Recent theory has focused on the combination of direct and indirect effects of selection in two main

ways: (i) the magnitude of hitchhiking effects [23]; and (ii) the reliability of statistical methods for

detecting selected loci (noted above). On the empirical side, making inferences about divergent se-

lection is frequently one of the main goals of many studies. In systems with detailed knowledge of

genotype-to-phenotype relationships, and in systems where carefully designed selection experi-

ments can be conducted, causal relationships between genetic variants, fitness, and differentiation

have received strong empirical support (Box 2). However, in many ‘nonmodel’ organisms, inferences

about selection are made primarily by identifying outliers in genomic scans for differentiation. These

tests often rely on consequential assumptions about mutation rates, recombination, and demo-

graphic history that are nearly impossible to validate in the absence of rich genomic resources

(e.g., a high-quality reference genome).

Genetic Architecture of Adaptation and Reproductive Isolation

Genetic architecture refers to the effect size (on fitness) of a locus as well as the number and genomic

distribution of loci that underlie a phenotype targeted by selection. In a homogeneous genomic

background, adaptation underlain by a few genes of large effect is predicted to lead to strong

differentiation and easier empirical detection [24]. At the same time, simple architectures have less

potential to promote genome-wide reductions of gene flow, and hence genome-wide differentiation,

than polygenic traits [25]. This leads to an ascertainment bias toward traits with simple genetic archi-

tectures (Box 2) and implies greater difficulty when seeking additional causal variants and working out

missing heritability.
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Stages of divergence: over the
course of divergent evolution,
genomic differentiation between
populations may begin from a few
narrow regions and expand to-
ward substantial genome-wide
differentiation through a series of
intermediate steps. This process is
often viewed as a continuum;
however, the changes need not
be linear in time.
Summary statistics: scalar metrics
that characterize genomic varia-
tion through calculations that are
usually in some way dependent on
allele frequencies (Figure 1). To
reduce noise, summary statistics
are often averaged across
genomic ‘windows’ spanning from
a few hundred to tens of thou-
sands of base pairs.
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Recombination

Theory has illuminated the key role of the ratio of selection to recombination in determining whether

locus clustering [26] and coupling [27–29] could be stable. Recent theory highlights the role of intra-

genomic heterogeneity in recombination rates in generating HGD [30] and, specifically, large

‘islands’ of differentiation, even when those islands do not contain barrier loci [20]. In sum, any mech-

anism that lowers the recombination rate in one region of the genome (especially when recombina-

tion is strongly suppressed; e.g., in large chromosomal rearrangements) can increase differentiation

and clustering in that region by a variety of mechanisms, particularly background selection (e.g.,

[12,31]). Also, crossover frequency varies with regard to location along the chromosome (e.g., center

vs periphery), chromosome size, gene density [32], chromatin modifications [33], and structural vari-

ants [34]. Hence, recombination is increasingly recognized as a potentially powerful factor shaping

HGD [20,35–37]. However, few theoretical studies have included realistically variable genetic maps

and – due to the difficulty of generating genetic maps in nonmodel organisms – recombination rates

rarely inform hypothesis testing in most empirical studies (Box 3). We suggest that this is one of the

most important areas for the development of future theory and empirical analyses in concert.

Gene Flow

Early in the process of differentiation, theory predicts that gene flowmakes substantial, sustained dif-

ferentiation difficult or impossible at neutral and weakly selected sites [38–43]. Furthermore, even low

levels of ongoing gene flow cause loss of differentiation at neutral sites in the long run. Thus, in the

absence of mitigating factors (Figure 1), theory predicts that persistent gene flow should make it

easier to detect which sites in the genome play a role in local adaptation and reproductive isolation

[44–47]. Empirical studies [48–50] provide data consistent with a role for gene flow coupled with ge-

nomically localized selection in promoting a few narrow and strong divergent peaks surrounded by

the near absence of differentiation throughout the rest of genome (Box 2). However, a growing num-

ber of studies suggest that it may often be more difficult to discern the role of gene flow in shaping

HGD [25]. Furthermore, detection becomes more difficult if strong multilocus coupling has occurred,

causing a transition to a state of high LD (Figure 1).

Population Size Changes

Effective population size (Ne) can vary due to historical dynamics of population abundance and can

also vary across the genome (e.g., sex chromosomes vs autosomes). Both theory and empirical

studies demonstrate that an understanding of Ne dynamics is essential to interpret HGD, because

fluctuations inNe strongly impact allele frequencies and hitchhiking, and thusmost summary statistics

[51]. Accordingly,Ne is widely appreciated as a crucial parameter for deriving neutral expectations [7].

Further, a number of empirical studies have considered variation in Ne as a null hypothesis and

proceeded by asking how much of the observed variation in differentiation can be explained by

fluctuations in Ne alone, with selection being invoked only when observed patterns are far outside

those plausibly attributed to changes in Ne [46]. Nonetheless, only about one-third of empirical

studies (Figure 1C) accounted for Ne while interpreting genomic patterns.

Mutation Rate (m)

Especially in coalescent models, the mutation rate m (along with Ne) is a key parameter for predicting

numbers of segregating sites, levels of absolute divergence (dxy), and heterozygosity [52]. In forward-

time simulations, these statistics are affected by choice of m as well, but m may be a choice of conve-

nience: because forward-time simulations are often computationally expensive, theoreticians

sometimes shorten run times by elevating m above empirically reasonable estimates. In empirical

studies, estimations of m are highly affected by uncertainty in generation times, divergence times

between populations, and ancestral population sizes. Hence, m is often either derived from

organismal systems for which there are a long history of work and many genetic resources (e.g.,

data on substitution rates and appropriate outgroups available) or estimated as part of a compound

parameter, 4Nem. A few studies have measured m and demonstrated that it can vary substantially

[53], but in general little attention is given to intragenomic variation in m as a possible explanation

for HGD.
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Key Figure

Conceptual Overview of the Process of Genomic Differentiation

(A) (B)

(C)
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Figure 1. Genomic differentiation arises from mechanisms that create allele frequency differences and linkage disequilibrium (LD) between loci in a pair

of populations (A). During the early stages of divergence, selection can promote local allele frequency sweeps (shown in red) that affect allele

frequencies of loci in close physical proximity (shades of blue) due to indirect selection. The magnitude of indirect selection can increase over

evolutionary time due to locus clustering or due to coupling, which can include loci that are far apart on the same chromosome or on different

chromosomes (red and purple), leading to patterns that are more idiosyncratic than simple verbal models have implied. Temporally, the strength of

these associations can change nonlinearly during divergence. Various mechanisms (B,C) can ultimately determine the absolute and relative size, width,

and arrangement of divergent regions in the genome [double-sided arrows in (C)]. There has been substantial bias in research focus toward particular

mechanisms as shown in (C), where numbers indicate the percentage of theoretical (T, n = 36) and empirical (E, n = 38) studies considering each

mechanism from a set of recent papers we surveyed (Table S1 in the supplemental information online). The cartoons in panel (B) are intentionally drawn

simplistically to underscore two key points: (i) theory provides clear predictions for simplistic scenarios in which one factor is considered in isolation and

all others are ignored; and (ii) different mechanisms can produce similar patterns, confounding hypothesis testing. Predictions become nuanced when

multiple factors operate in concert.

Trends in Ecology & Evolution
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives

Recent theoretical and empirical studies have revealed several emergent trends in understanding the

mechanistic basis of HGD. First, the extent to which recombination rate modulates the effects of se-

lection, drift, and gene flow – and hence promotes HGD – has not been widely acknowledged until

recently and is a crucial emphasis for the future. Second and related, the potential for chromosomal

rearrangements to promote localized peaks of genomic differentiation is known yet mostly ignored
990 Trends in Ecology & Evolution, November 2019, Vol. 34, No. 11



Box 1. Promising Pathways Forward for Characterizing and Explaining HGD

Differentiation between genomic samples is typically quantified via summary statistics, most of which rely on

patterns of nucleotide diversity and allele frequencies [3]. Multiple metrics analyzed simultaneously can pro-

vide better inferences about underlying processes, but interpretation of patterns can be fraught with the issues

discussed in the main text. Recent developments in supervised machine learning show great promise in over-

coming these challenges due to their ability to accommodate complex patterns and search for signals of local

adaptation and reproductive isolation while accounting for other factors, such as nonequilibrium demography

and recombination rates [58]. Continuing to explore the properties of both new and old summary statistics –

such as absolute allele frequency differences [16] – is important as well.

In addition to methods for individual systems, another major challenge remains with respect to conducting

comparative studies using published data. One solution for this hurdle could be in reporting called genotype

data in a standardized format that would account for the most sought-after types of information. First, we sug-

gest that unfiltered VCFs should always be archived, along with metadata on how they were produced.

Although large to store, VCFs represent the results of valuable workflows in which expert knowledge of the

specific study system and analytical pipelines has been applied. Second, to facilitate meta-analyses and

theoretical–empirical crosstalk in population genomics, we suggest the creation and archiving of a plain-

text table containing a basic summary of each SNP in each population, such as the following columns of

data: SNP ID, scaffold ID, location on scaffold, reference allele, alternative allele, sequence quality metrics,

minor allele frequency in population 1, sample size in population 1, minor allele frequency in population 2,

etc. Recombination map information could be added if available. The benefits of such a format would be

several: (i) the file is likely to be much smaller than a VCF; (ii) it would be easily usable by anyone with basic,

open-source analysis software programs; (iii) it could be easily used by theoreticians to create realistic variation

in models; (iv) statistics from different study systems could be easily aggregated and compared; and (v) consis-

tent filtering strategies and windowed averages of statistics could be easily applied if desired.We provide a toy

example in Table S2 in the supplemental information online, which was produced from a previously published

VCF [17]. We seek to more fully develop this in the near future.
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when we focus overwhelmingly on SNPs. Third, the detection of barrier loci is muchmore difficult than

suggested by the predictions of many theoretical models; this discrepancy is due in part to common

modeling assumptions that happen to lead to especially clear predictions. For example, false posi-

tives will be less common in the familiar spatial assumption of two parapatric demes than in other

spatial scenarios [7]. Simple models of a complex world are frequently useful, but not when they

lead to false confidence in inferences.

Predictions about HGD become nuanced when one simultaneously considers realistic combinations

of different factors (Figure 1); assuming that one factor can be ignored or held constant will have a

large impact on predictions. Some of the modifying effects of factors on one another have long

been appreciated [40]; for example, divergence with gene flow should be more difficult under high

rates of recombination and gene flow, and when a diffuse genetic architecture underlies selected

traits. Furthermore, the effects of different mechanisms can be strongly correlated in a genome, mak-

ing it difficult to distinguish between cause and consequence. For example, nucleotide composition

(GC content) correlates with recombination rate [54]. Is recombination higher where there is more GC

or is there more GC where the recombination rate is higher?

To create increased alignment and synergy between future theoretical and empirical work, we

suggest the following as fruitful areas of exploration (see also Outstanding Questions). Realization

of the complexity of mechanisms affecting HGD calls for more complex simulation approaches.

This is especially timely because predictions from simplistic models have given empiricists confi-

dence in findings that are likely to be either false positives or the exception rather than the rule

(e.g., traits with simple architectures involving loci of large effect). Simulation studies should there-

fore aim to incorporate the range of variation in data from natural systems to generate refined pre-

dictions about the situations in which the best available outlier methods alone are likely to have

high success. Conversely, this will help to identify situations where progress can be made only

with complementary studies of natural history and experimental genetics and genomics. Some spe-

cific considerations for future theoretical studies should be spatial arrangements of populations
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, November 2019, Vol. 34, No. 11 991



Box 2. Lessons from Empirical Studies and Remaining Gaps

Case studies linking patterns of genomic variation and underlying processes ultimately require functional vali-

dation of candidate mechanisms [59]. Such validation can come in the form of physiological or gene expression

assays, experimental genetics, and/or field data directly measuring dispersal, mate choice, or fitness in natural

settings. Strong evidence supports the role of divergent selection alone or in combination with gene flow in

promoting a few prominent peaks corresponding to phenotypic targets of selection (e.g., [60–62]). Many

studies to date have focused on traits with simple monogenic or oligogenic architectures, which are expected

to leave the most prominent genomic signatures and hence are comparatively easier to dissect genomically.

Nonetheless, in the majority of such ‘easy’ cases, the mechanistic relationships between genetic variation and

evolutionary processes remain poorly understood and need to be further studied. The situation is even more

complicated with polygenic traits, as selection on many small-effect loci may not be detectable using genomic

scans alone [63–65], and methods such as admixture mapping should be used to corroborate connections be-

tween phenotypic and/or experimental data and HGD [59].

Another theme of many empirical studies is parallel evolution, which relates to the repeatability and

predictability of evolution [66,67]. A number of studies have documented that differentiation accumulates

repeatedly in the same genomic regions across closely related lineages, between populations connected

by substantial gene flow as well as between closely related biological species [68–70]. Are these regions:

repeated targets of recent divergent selection; selection in ancestral populations; due to background

selection modulated by reduced crossover rate; regions with higher densities of selection targets; or all of

the above?

Finally, a key consideration for hypothesis testing is the use of null or default models. Neutral processes have

long been considered a kind of ‘null’ model of evolution, but recent data suggest that background selection

may have abundant genome-wide effects on genetic variation, especially over long timescales [71]. Hence,

in the future it is important that the default assumptions used in modeling and analysis software incorporate

background selection as well as the potential for variable recombination rates (Box 3). Furthermore, it is often

the case that divergent (e.g., ecological) selection operates in a study system of interest but the genetic archi-

tecture of selection targets is unknown. In such cases, a null model with only neutral processes and background

selection may be not sufficient [72].
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that are more complex than the classical two-deme scenario, demographic changes, recombina-

tion-rate heterogeneity, and realistic mutation rates (possibly with intragenomic variation).

Exploring such expansive parameter spaces is challenging and generalizations may be difficult.

In some cases, it may be necessary to tailor simulations to specific systems under different sce-

narios rather than search for general predictions. It would also be useful to generate pseudo-

data in ways that mirror the uncertainty, limitations, data formats, and data-filtering strategies of

empirical sequencing technologies.

On the empirical side, HGD is described in disparate ways, complicating comparisons between study

systems. The now common standard of publishing raw sequence data is essential; the creation of

additional standards would greatly facilitate comparative studies, meta-analyses, and synergy

between theoretical and empirical approaches. The idea that results of different studies could be

standardized might appear unrealistic but we suggest that it is well worth trying, and perhaps vital

for making forward progress in our understanding of HGD. Although they are very large, we suggest

that Variant Call Format (VCF) files should be publicly archived as part of publications and could be

complemented by an additional common data format for easy analysis of HGD. We provide ideas in

this direction in Box 1 and a small proof-of-concept example in Table S2 in the supplemental infor-

mation online.

Additionally, a more comprehensive view of potential mechanisms should be taken whenever

possible, accounting for recombination-rate heterogeneity, genomically localized patterns of gene

flow, and variable Ne (e.g., [9,55]). Understanding the conditions under which multiple barrier loci

become coupled with one another [28] – thereby acting almost like a single selected locus of very

large effect – has been another focus of theory for several decades. Empirical studies of coupling

remain limited (reviewed in [56]) and patterns of HGD are rarely placed into a framework that
992 Trends in Ecology & Evolution, November 2019, Vol. 34, No. 11



Box 3. Accounting for Variable Crossover Rates

Despite a longstanding appreciation that variation in recombination rate can modulate the effects of selec-

tion and gene flow [34,35,45], recombination maps have been accounted for in relatively few empirical

studies. Likewise, in most theoretical models recombination is assumed to be either uniform or absent.

Recombination patterns can be estimated using cytological methods [73] or linkage mapping [74] and

from LD patterns by leveraging high-density genomic data [75]. Cytological methods allow mapping of

recombination locations in meiotic cell spreads via immunostaining of proteins involved in the formation

of synaptonemal complexes, centromeres, and crossovers. Cytological methods provide a straightforward

way to compare broad-scale recombination patterns across taxa; however, they offer only limited opportu-

nity to match with genome-wide sequencing data, involving the use of costly fluorescence in situ hybridiza-

tion probes. Linkage mapping localizes crossover breakpoints by tracing parent–offspring relationships or

multigenerational pedigrees. The obvious limitation of this approach is the need for information about

parent–offspring relationships, which restricts its application among nonmodel organisms to those that

are tractable. Statistical approaches utilizing patterns of LD are based on the negative relationship between

recombination frequency and LD, and such methods have been increasingly applied in recent years. How-

ever, areas of the genome under strong divergent selection may also show strong LD (see Figure 1 in

main text) even if they are in a region with high crossover frequency, therefore biasing recombination esti-

mates. Some studies indicate good correspondence between linkage maps and LD-based methods on a

genome-wide scale [9], but the field of evolutionary genomics will benefit from more studies addressing

this question, especially at finer scales.

Newer analytical pipelines allow estimation of crossover frequency by sequencing sperm samples [76,77] or a

single pair of genomes [78] and have the potential to revolutionize recombination mapping in nonmodel or-

ganisms. There is, however, compelling evidence that recombination patterns may vary broadly between in-

dividuals of the same sex and between males and females [79], although there are some emerging common

patterns in the crossover landscape among species at a larger physical scale [31]. Overall, we stress that intra-

genomic recombination-rate variation should be considered in default theoretical and empirical models of

HGD.

Outstanding Questions

Will evolutionary genomics remain a

historical science, with very limited

predictability even in the best-known

organismal systems? Can we learn

enough about the effects of evolu-

tionary processes on HGD to infer

evolutionary processes from empir-

ical patterns or will patterns in HGD

rarely serve to evaluate a priori hy-

potheses, instead producing post

hoc hypotheses to be evaluated us-

ing simulations?

Can the field of evolutionary geno-

mics reach the lofty goal of rigorous

testing of multiple hypotheses? Mul-

tiple evolutionary processes can

leave similar patterns in genome-

scan data. Can more nuanced

models and approaches help to

disentangle alternative scenarios?

Is it possible to make generalizations

that go beyond particular study sys-

tems? Some extreme cases (e.g.,

few peaks of differentiation with

other parts of the genome remaining

homogeneous) seem to be driven by

the same processes across some

study systems. Is it possible to derive

such general conclusions for more

complex patterns and across a

broader range of organisms?

Why do some genomic regions

appear to be involved repeatedly in

differentiation? Are these regions

consistently targets of divergent se-

lection or, perhaps, of selection in

ancestral populations? Are these

frequent targets of background se-

lection and reduced recombination?

Do they have exceptional densities

of selection targets? Is there some

unique combination of factors oper-

ating on these regions?

What genomic resolution is optimal

to infer the role that distinct mech-

anisms play in shaping HGD? How

much detail is needed for analyses?

The effects of variableNe, mutation

rate, migration, and recombination

rates will differ depending on how

much we ‘zoom into’ a particular

genomic region. How do we

choose optimal windows sizes for

summarizing genomic patterns

and eliminating noise created by

single-locus estimates?
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considers coupling and temporal transitions, but pursuing this is likely to provide a clearer context in

which to interpret results. Further, comparisons of parallel divergence, where replicate sets of sister

taxa have diverged in response to a similar form of divergent selection but vary in demographic his-

tory and/or levels of gene flow, can be more powerful than pairwise estimates of differentiation and

would help to disentangle the effects of neutral processes from the drivers of adaptation and speci-

ation (Box 2).

Finally, greater crosstalk can be achieved if theoretical studies strive to use empirically informed

parameter space. We contend that the standards suggested above and in Box 1 would greatly facil-

itate this type of meaningful exchange. It is crucial for empiricists and theoreticians to understand

what their counterparts need to know and use in their available methods. This will additionally include

information that does not seem directly related to genomics but that turns out to be often relevant,

such as generation times, age of reproduction, and other life-history traits. Otherwise, disconnection

will further impede the development of the field of evolutionary genomics and will favor the

continued coexistence of two ‘parallel worlds’ [57], hindering understanding of evolutionary

processes.
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